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enter it in the.AVR AVR is a pseudonymous British poet. A former mechanic and

metalworker living in Los Angeles, he is best known for his online zines Kolchak (a
traveling companion to Los Angeles author Mark Sandroff and former editor of the zine

Protean). He is also known as the "King of All Good Poems" for his original brand of
surrealist, and often very funny poems. Poetry collections "King" While AVR's works are
mostly a vehicle for his political, and at times even violent, messages, his poem "King"
is most explicitly political. It refers to the occupation of Iraq by United States forces and

asks "How many kings have died?", adding that with each death he comes closer to
losing his own life. This poem comes from the eponymous AVR zine Kolchak. "Death"
"Death" is another of AVR's original poems. It details the opening of a global series of

funeral services by Earth's elite, which includes the names of many politicians and
celebrities. Sometime in the future, a member of the Burning Man festival says "I really

hope that the leaders of the world are all dead", and the world ends. Two elephants
dance at the service, and a low drone is heard on the soundtrack. This poem comes

from the eponymous AVR zine Kolchak. "Just Right" "Just Right" is an ode to the British
Olympics Committee and their first London Games, which AVR calls "a beacon of hope"
and "a body of heroes and a strong, proud, shining example" who have chosen to "rebel
against a dark streak which sprays ancient, bigoted, and inferior attitudes like a bitter
black rainstorm." This poem comes from AVR's eponymous zine Kolchak. Appearances
Poems from the "King" collection appear in the second issue of AVR's zine Kolchak, in

the poems "Massacre" and "Funeral", and on the cover of the "Death" CD Kolchak, and
are included in AVR's first published collection of poems, Kingdom Come. Other

appearances include The Art of Anarchism (Pig Hill Press, 2006), and
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